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DOES THE LONG AND THE SHORT OF IT  NEED 
THE WRONG AND THE SHIT OF IT?

In July, the nervous wait will be over when the IPA
Effectiveness Awards shortlist for 2018 will be
released. These are the big ones – awards judged
solely on campaign effectiveness, and not ‘brand
purpose’ or the shiniest production. The IPA uses
these award submissions as a wider litmus test to
gauge an understanding of what works (and what
doesn’t) when it comes to long-term marketing
performance; the association’s most famed book on
the subject, The Long and the Short of It, is widely
lauded by marketers.

In a recent BBH Labs blog post of the same name,
Harry Guild disputes the ad industry’s obsession
with trying to find a magic formula for success by
looking at what works. He makes the point that by
only focussing on success stories, as per The Long
and the Short of It, we’re all falling victim
to survivorship bias – what he refers to as “our
tendency to construct faulty ‘learnings’ from
winners at the expense of more complex
contextual datasets”.

It’s an entirely valid point. And we’d also add that
the IPA’s case studies tend to be centred around
large brands with the budgets to match, and so the
relevance of their findings to most advertisers can
be questioned.

As with most BBH Labs posts, Harry’s observations
prompted a wave of firm agreement. “Yeah! What
do Binet and Field really know anyway?!”. But Les
Binet doesn’t suffer challenges to his throne gladly.

In true rap battle style, he made an immediate
(albeit very well-mannered) comeback in a post
entitled “Good, better, best and f*** the rest?”.

Binet’s riposte highlights his belief that there’s
sufficient variance in the quality of the case studies
submitted (there are some right ‘clunkers’ in there
apparently) to draw statistically robust conclusions.
Before dropping the mic he went on to highlight his
agreement with Harry by name-dropping his new
book: How Not to Plan – 66 Ways to Screw It Up.
Always one step ahead.

Our view is fairly simple. The IPA’s analysis is the
single most useful source of evidence for advertising
effectiveness in the world. While the datasets are
much smaller than the Ehrenberg-Bass Institute’s,
their relevance to most UK advertisers is
unparalleled. And while we should never blindly
follow their advice, it’s to be ignored at our peril. Big
up Binet and Field – we’re a more effective industry
thanks to them.

http://bbh-labs.com/the-long-and-the-short-of-it-needs-the-wrong-and-the-shit-of-it/
http://www.ipa.co.uk/blog/industry/good-better-best-and-f-the-rest/13978#.WyuqQ6dKg2x


THE ANNUAL ROMANCE OLYMPICS IS BACK

It’s back. Three weeks in and across the country people
have already decided on their favourites in this
summer’s instalment of Love Island – the reality show
that’s as marmite as it is muggy.

And it has returned with a bang this year. The first
episode on 4th June pulled in live peak figures of 3.3m
and an average of 2.9m individuals, according to DS
Media. This increase in views, up 154% year-on-year,
made it ITV2’s most-watched programme ever. To put
this into perspective, an average episode last year had
a live viewership of 1.1m, peaking at 2.8m individuals.

What’s more, 2018’s successful opening episode
managed to reach the tougher younger audience, with
1.5m 16-34-year-olds tuning in to give the show a
48% share of voice (SOV) for the evening.

Viewers are once again absorbing the content on
different platforms. A cutesie peak of 480,000
individuals watched via simulcast live on ITV Hub,
overtaking the 360,000 who watched England’s
ill-fated EURO 2016 clash with Iceland to make it

the largest ever live event on the platform. The viewing
figures also increased on linear television on catch-up
by a further 1m individuals at peak and 700k
individuals on average.

Social media has been inundated with updates on the
latest goings on since the show started, with Love
Island dominating the list of most tweeted about shows
each week. Data from Kantar Media reveals that on
Tues 19th June, 34.5k unique users cracked on and
produced a not-too-muggy 85.2k tweets.

After last year’s exceptional performance at reaching
the hard-to-target young adult audience, it seems that
even more brands have done bits and decided to align
themselves with the show this year. ITV are working
with ten brands in a variety of different ways in 2018
compared with three in the show’s 2017 run.

With the success of last year’s show, ITV launched a
daily breakfast podcast (Love Island – The Morning
After), presented by Arielle Free and last year’s winner
Kem Cetinay. Sponsored by Kellogg’s Corn Flakes, it is
currently at the top of the podcast charts. Main
sponsor Superdrug has returned, as has Primark to
promote its clothing range, and Ministry of Sound,
which as well as having its annual villa party, will also
be producing an album based on the show.

On the whole, it’s been all good vibes for ITV2 as a
station, with June currently being its strongest month
of the year in terms of impacts, averaging 3.8m
individual impacts (up 52% year-on-year) and 12.3
Hw+Ch TVRs - almost the same as ITV’s Saturday
peak-time show The X Factor (16.4 Hw+Ch TVRs)
and almost double the amount for Take Me Out
(7.4 Hw+Ch TVRs).

As of today, Love Island 2018 has continued to keep the
ball rolling on last year’s success. The show has not
only become a media monster for brands but also a
vehicle for social change, epitomised by last years
finalist’s Chris Hughes’ ’L’Eau D’Chris’ campaign
supported by Topman and CALM, which tackled the
issue of male mental health.

With only a month left of the show to air, there is no
reason to prang out just yet as the format has been sold
to countries including Germany, Australia and Finland.
Mike Beal of ITV Studios mentions that the show will air
“somewhere around the world every single day
between now and Christmas” - so it looks all
set for Jack and Dani to become this year’s Mother and
Father Christmas.



SNAPCHAT EYES UP ADVERTISERS WITH TWO 
NEW MEASUREMENT TOOLS

This month saw Snap Inc continue their seduction of
advertisers and agencies, with the release of two
new measurement products. The product that has
caused the most excitement is an offline
measurement tool which, in partnership with Live
Ramp, will give advertisers the ability to more
accurately measure the effect the platform has on
driving offline sales.

The tool, called Offline Sales Impact (OSI), has
already been trialled with some large brands such as
Cadbury and Oreo. With both brands having
reported a positive effect on sales, Snap has been
given the opportunity to showcase their ability to
reach users in an innovative and effective way. The
comparison being drawn especially against the likes
of Facebook and Google, who already have similar
measurement capabilities in place.

Offline measurement for digital is still somewhat
lacking across the board, so this move comes as a
positive step. Larger platforms are taking offline
measurement more seriously, keen to demonstrate
the role and potency online advertising spend can
deliver and drive offline results.

The announcement also frames Snapchat as a
platform in a much more positive light. When they
first released ads into the app, measurement
seemed like the very least of their concern.
Advertisers for a long time had to take Snap Inc at
their word in terms of results, with little or no third
party verification in place. Video ads were launched

in a haphazard way, with views being counted at a
single second and little application of tracking in the
beginning. This has all changed in recent times, and
for the better. Just within the verification space,
opening up to MOAT and Integral Ad Science has
made a real difference to planners, with the
assurance that comes with third party tracking.

The second measurement release looks at how
Snapchat campaigns drive impact in tandem with
above the line activity. Marketing Mix Modelling has
been developed with trusted measurement
partners, Nielsen and Millward Brown, to justify
media spend with the Snapchat platform by
understanding more about how consumers are
engaging with all of the different channels.

Introducing Marketing Mix Modelling is a real display
of faith from Snap, but something that should be
rewarding for both them and advertisers in the long
term. The company clearly believes in the strength
of their ad platform and the engagement of their
users, which they’re now looking to prove after a
turbulent and difficult direct listing launch on the
NYSE, and continued scepticism from advertisers yet
to test its capabilities.

Hopefully the move will go someway towards
alleviating any measurement barriers-to-test from
advertisers and open up what is an exciting and
engaged platform to more brands. And finally we
can see the results.



WTF IS PROGRAMMATIC OOH?

The world is filled with digital screens - in our hands
and all around us. Now, more and more, thanks to
high-speed internet connections, these screens are
able to receive real-time communication and triggers;
the options are endless, and imagination is now the
only barrier for marketing strategy.

For outdoor media owners equipped with market-
leading technologies, buying outdoor digital screens is
now as near real-time as possible when it comes to
booking inventory, and is practically instantaneous
when it comes to creative changes. So, what impact
does all this have on crafting marketing campaigns?

1. Audience-data-led traditional outdoor buys:
Granular audience-mapping through insight and
data is helping optimise the time and location for
individual out-of-home (OOH) screen buying
decisions. There’s no longer an excuse for
wastage, and like all programmatic buys, media
efficiency is arguably the biggest benefit.

2. Real-time, data-led dynamic creative: Creative
can be changed in seconds; data can fuel which
creative to serve based on a range of feeds like the
weather, flight times or England scoring in the
semi-final (we can hope!); copy and images can be
changed manually; Instagram and Twitter can also
be brought through via feeds.

3. Near real-time inventory booking: Inventory is
rarely all sold, and what is unsold is by no means
‘remnant inventory’. If you want to go live on a
Thursday evening at the last minute, now you can
see what’s available in the right places and times,
and book tactical smart activations.

4. Audience journey mapping across digital
channels: If you know your audience, you can be
really smart, tracing their likely journeys
throughout the day and week to optimise
frequency and messaging. OOH can now be
planned as part of the larger digital user delivery.

5. Advanced reporting and insight: Real-time
impact by placement reporting is also available.
Tie this into site/app visits or brand Google search
by geolocation, for example, and you can start to
truly see a fuller view of a person’s full interaction
with your brand.

So, who’s doing it? the7stars has seen success with
Addison Lee for its Autumn 2017 campaign, picking up
an award in last months Drum Trading Awards. The
industry is moving quickly, with lots of talk about
VIOOH (JCDecaux’s programmatic OOH off-shoot), and
a burst of discussions about how intermediary tech will
start to connect, like the traditional display DSPs and
OOH platforms such as Bitposter.

What are we waiting for? Good outdoor campaigns
always require strong audience insight, planning,
activation and measurement, and now advanced
creative development considerations. But there is
nothing that should stop the imagination, with the
option to access almost every digital screen any time
you want.

http://www.digitaltradingawards.co.uk/digital-trading-awards-2018/most-effective-programmatic-media-partnership/addison-lee-programmatic-ooh-with-jcdecaux
https://www.realwire.com/releases/VIOOH-New-Global-Platform-Transforming-The-Out-Of-Home-Advertising-Sector


INSIGHTS FROM MARY MEEKER’S 
INTERNET TRENDS REPORT

Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers may not be a
household name, but they are renowned in Silicon
Valley as the early-stage venture capital fund that
backed the biggest names in tech. Google,
Amazon, AOL and EA all had KPCB funding at the
start of their businesses, and every year, all eyes
in digital turn to Mary Meeker, a partner at the
firm, who addresses the Code Conference to
present its Internet Trends report.

The first key trend for 2018 was that digital is
stalling. Mobile has been all over digital trend
docs for the last 20 years but this presentation
noted early on that 2017 was the first year in
which smartphone unit shipments didn’t rise at
all. This, combined with the statistic that internet
user growth only rose 7% in 2017 compared with
12% the year before, led them to the point that
growth in digital is becoming harder to find as
there are fewer people left to connect.

Nevertheless, while fewer people are moving
online, the vast number of those already
connected to the internet are spending more time
online than ever before. Users spent 5.9 hours a
day online in 2017, up from 5.6 the year before,
and more than half of that time - 3.3 hours – was
on a mobile device.

This emphasises how mobile is driving the growth
in internet usage, and marketers need to ensure
not only that their ads are mobile friendly – but

that plans are made mobile-first, especially for
retail and FMCG clients where the increasing ease
and spread of mobile payments has been rapid.

The main note of caution for all brands in the
digital space was around the “privacy paradox”
for tech companies, where we are caught
between the use of data to provide better
consumer experiences and the potential misuse
to violate consumer rights. GDPR has been one
way of moving the industry to a more positive
place in terms of requiring user consent for data
collection but as e-commerce booms, our digital
footprints grow and brands need to ensure
standards do not slip again.

This narrative chimes with what we have
mentioned previously on the IAB Gold Standard,
where the focus for digital should no longer be on
growing the sector but making it more
sustainable. Whether that is through making ad
formats more suitable to a mobile-first world or
responsible data collection, brands and marketers
all have a part to play.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kleiner_Perkins_Caufield_&_Byers
https://www.recode.net/2018/5/30/17385116/mary-meeker-slides-internet-trends-code-conference-2018
https://www.statista.com/statistics/226530/mobile-payment-transaction-volume-forecast/
https://www.iabuk.com/press-release/iab-uk-announces-significant-progress-iab-gold-standard


THE STORIES THAT LIT UP OUR MEDIA WORLD THIS MONTH

While British MPs have been making waves with their move to
restrict the advertisement of junk food on television,
Stockholm’s City Council has made sexism the target of their
most recent bylaws. This month they voted to ban all
advertisements displayed in public spaces that portray
women or men as ‘sex objects’, in stereotypical gender roles
or in any other way that is ‘obviously sexually discriminatory’.
The bylaw echoes the Mayor of London Sadiq Kahn’s 2016
ban on body-shaming adverts across Transport for London.
The growing momentum of government action suggests that
advertisers slow to adapt to consumer values could soon be
forcibly brought in line by public authorities.

After several years of negotiation, News UK, The Telegraph
and The Guardian have announced The Ozone Project. A one-
stop shop for digital inventory and audience data for more
than 39.4 million unique users, the initiative will allow them to
offer the scale needed to rival the likes of Facebook. While
some advertisers heralded it optimistically as a cleaner supply
chain and simpler buying option, others have called it out for
lacking the total commitment required to make it a success.
Each publisher will maintain their individual digital and print
sales teams, effectively working as competitors to The Ozone
Project. And each will require individual targeting lines,
meaning that The Ozone Project will be a centralised buying
hub rather than a true multi-media platform. Considering how
much online ad revenue Facebook and its ilk are increasingly
eating up, bolder integration might be worth the risk.

The largest internet retailer in the world is expanding their
already growing online media inventory. Amazon have now
acquired the exclusive rights to live stream 20 premier league
matches in the next 2018/19 football season. This is a seismic
move for the online service considering the history of the
premier league, broadcast on Sky Sports for the last 16 years,
then split between Sky Sports and BT Sport for the past 6 of
those years. The news is in line with the current trend of
digital outlets competing with traditional broadcasters. Sky
and BT will nevertheless remain in good stead taking the rest
of the rights packages between them, with BT securing 52 live
games and Sky 128.

Instagram has finally unveiled the introduction of shoppable
stories, in a move to monetise the increasingly popular format.
Influencers and brands will now be able to tag their stories with
the specific products featured within them. When a tag is
clicked it will the bring up detail on the products, followed by a
path to purchase directly from the brand and without ever
leaving the app. This is a strong move by Instagram to grow its
ecosystem, and seems likely to entice brands to invest more
time and money into the creation of content for the app; if
shoppable stories can be turned directly into incremental sales,
bridging the gap between an aspirational lifestyle and a
consumer’s next purchase.
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